ABSTRACT Cyber physical systems (CPSs) can significantly improve the resiliency of the smart grid. In CPSs, real time and reliable monitoring require an accurate and stable model of the wireless sensor network (WSN)-based monitoring system. Furthermore, WSNs require strict quality of service (QoS) provisioning as the data generated by the monitored equipment is generally delay and reliability-sensitive. QoS provisioning in WSNs has been widely studied in the literature where most of the work addresses the issue by QoS-aware protocol design. However, analytical models that consider delay, throughput, and power consumption have not matured for CPSs. In this paper, we propose a Markov-based model for cluster-tree WSN topologies that enhances the stability of the WSNs. Cluster-tree deployments are particularly of interest to cyber-physical power grid monitoring systems since they are suitable for large-scale deployments. We perform an exhaustive performance evaluation using different traffic and network conditions in star and cluster-tree WSN topologies. Furthermore, we test the accuracy of our model by performing simulations in environments that are consistent with the analytical model. IEEE 802.15.4, smart grid, wireless sensor networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) integrate communication and information technology functions to the physical elements of a system for monitoring and controlling purposes [1] , [2] . As the power grid is evolving into a Smart Grid with the employment of Information and Communications Technology (ICT), it is becoming one of the largest CPSs, where physical grid components are monitored and controlled based on the interactions on the cyber space. In this context, Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) will be widely adopted in Smart Grid monitoring applications.
Using WSNs for monitoring and controlling Smart Grid assets require careful design of Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning models due to the delay and reliability-sensitive nature of the collected data [3] . Certain Smart Grid monitoring applications require a WSN that can handle high traffic volumes over a broad area such as, monitoring high voltage transformers distributed in a substation. Despite the advantages of WSNs, they have not been utilized extensively for monitoring critical Smart Grid assets. This is mostly due to their limitations in real-time delivery of high traffic volumes. Furthermore, WSNs use low power communication links in dense deployments, which introduces low data rates, and delays in channel access over a limited transmission range. Therefore, providing QoS support to critical WSN monitoring applications is a challenging issue due to the highly resource constrained nature of sensor nodes, unreliable wireless links and harsh operation environments.
The definition of QoS may refer to different aspects of the network depending on the application area. For example, QoS can indicate the capability to provide assurance that the service requirements of a specific application can be met. QoS can also be defined as the ability of the network to adapt to specific classes of data such as real-time and nonreal-time data. Furthermore, QoS can refer to the stability of the WSN system under varying traffic and network conditions. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) Recommendation E.800 (09/08) has defined QoS as: ''Totality of characteristics of a telecommunications service that bear on its ability to satisfy stated and implied needs of the user of the service" [4] . WSNs have been considered for use in various parts of the Smart Grid and QoS is relevant for most of those WSN-based applications [5] - [7] . Choosing optimum network parameters to achieve certain QoS guarantees requires a precise and realistic analytical model that takes into consideration the factors that control the delay, throughput, and power consumption of the WSNs. In the past few years, several works have focused on QoS-aware protocol design in the Smart Grid [8] - [11] . Furthermore, several models with different mathematical approaches have been proposed to describe the performance of WSNs under certain traffic conditions [12] - [17] . Some of these analytical models become too complex and impractical in the resourceconstrained sensor nodes. On the other hand, some models tend to use approximations that lead to inaccuracies in the model itself by not considering certain important factors such as traffic patterns. In addition to that, none of those models tends to address QoS provisioning for delay and reliability critical monitoring applications. In a typical CPS used for Partial Discharge (PD) detection, the operator is interested in all peak values as well as the rise and fall times of these peaks [18] . We consider the deployment of a multihop WSN to monitor PD activities in a number of transformers in an electrical substation as shown in Fig. 1 . These cluster-tree topologies represent scenarios that are more realistic where the WSN uses multihop to communicate to the sink node. In order to capture all of the information contained within the PD signals with high accuracy, the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) of a sensor node is required to operate at a very high sampling rate. If we assume that the ADC of the sensor node is sampling continuously at t s = 20µs (i.e. sampling rate 50 kHz) then the maximum number of samples that can be captured in one power cycle of 50 Hz is equal to (20 ms/20 µs), which is equal to 1000 samples per cycle. In PD analysis, one also needs to know when the PD signal took place in relation to the power cycle. Therefore, a time stamp for each event should also be captured for PD synchronization and later PD evaluation and analysis purposes [18] . For high accuracy, we assume that the ADC resolution is equal to 12-bits, then the data captured per PD comprises of a 12-bit time stamp plus a 12-bit PD value. Additionally, we assume that each PD peak is held for a duration of 10 µs (average ADC conversion time) to allow the ADC to read the captured peaks. Furthermore, we assume that there are 600 PD events per cycle, then the number of bits captured in one cycle is equal to 14400 (i.e. 72 kbps). Besides generating high-data rate traffic, PD detection is a delay sensitive process. Modelling WSNs in such high data rate, delay-sensetive, large scale deployments is highly challenging.
In [19] , we presented a Realistic and Stable Markov-based (RSM) model for an IEEE 802.15.4-based, star topology WSNs. The model addresses the inaccuracies in previous analytical models, and issues that were not covered previously in this context. Star topology is convenient for small-scale deployments due to the limited communication range of sensors within one hop reach. On the other hand, Smart Grid calls for WSN deployments in large scale installations where star topology becomes inefficient. WSNs can be extended for a larger coverage via cluster-tree or mesh topologies. However, it is not straightforward to use the analytical model of [19] or other available models in cluster-tree WSNs. In [20] we extended the model of [19] to contention-based cluster-tree WSNs. The use of contention based cluster-tree topology requires that all the nodes in network hear each other to avoid collision and packet loss. However, the use of WSNs for Smart Grid applications may require positioning the nodes in clusters that are far apart, hence, contention based schemes may not work well due to the hidden terminal problem. Therefore, in this paper, we extend the work presented in [19] and [20] to include schedule-based cluster-tree topology. Furthermore, we perform comprehensive performance evaluations of the star, contention-based and schedulingbased cluster-tree WSN topologies under different traffic and network conditions that are suitable for Smart Grid applications. In addition to that, we propose a Super Frame (SF) structure that is suitable for the presented QoS model and the proposed application. We also perform a comprehensive performance analysis under different traffic and network conditions. In addition to that, we test the accuracy of our model by performing simulations in environments that are consistent with the analytical model and mimic the electrical substation environment. The main contributions of this paper are developing a Markov chain-based QoS model for two cluster-tree WSN scenarios that can be widely deployed in CPSs and performing comprehensive performance evaluations while considering realistic traffic generation patterns that are suitable for PD monitoring applications in the Smart Grid.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present the related work. Section III describes the analytical model. Section IV covers the simulations and analysis. Finally, Section V concludes this work.
II. RELATED WORK
Markov-based performance evaluation of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC sub-layer has been presented in several studies. The VOLUME 1, NO. 2, DECEMBER 2013 majority of these studies are based on the model derived in [21] . The work presented in [21] has assumed saturated traffic conditions; which makes this model an unrealistic WSN situation. Later studies, for example [14] , [15] , [22] and [23] have solved the saturation traffic model problem by modeling the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC with unsaturated traffic conditions.
In [13] , the authors have presented a generalized model for the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC sub-layer. The authors proposed certain approximations in their formulation of the delay, reliability and energy consumption. We differentiate our work by considering the idle state, traffic arrival and buffering. The work presented in [13] has proposed an idle state duration (Lo) which is a variable that governs the model performance. In realistic WSN applications, the idle state duration, cannot be quantified easily. Thus, our model does not depend on this parameter. Another major difference is that our model is designed to be less dependent on the network traffic conditions by including a finite buffer at the MAC-level. This feature makes the model more stable even when the traffic changes its pattern. Furthermore, in [24] , the authors have presented a model for the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC sub-layer that models and optimizes the performance of a single hop star WSN. They have also incorporated packet copying delay due to hardware limitations in to their model. In our model we also model the effect of a finite MAC buffer in our system. However, we follow a different approach in deriving and describing those buffers, we also differentiate our work by eliminating the idle state duration and presenting the model for two types of cluster-tree topologies.
In [14] , the authors have proposed an analytical model and performed evaluation of the slotted Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) algorithm in the presence of uplink and acknowledged uplink traffic, under both saturated and unsaturated conditions. They have also used a Markov-based model to evaluate the performance of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard in terms of power consumption and throughput. They have described guidelines to tune the MAC parameters to increase throughput and power savings. The authors, however, have not taken into consideration the transmission retries. In our model, similar to [13] , we have considered these retries, which results in a three-dimensional Markov-based model. Furthermore, the authors in [14] have not considered the effect of MAC-level buffers on the overall performance of the network.
In [23] , the authors have used a Markov-based model to analyze the characteristics of the IEEE 802.15.4-based WSN in terms of packet delay, energy consumption and throughput under unsaturated, unacknowledged traffic conditions. However, we have seen that the ''predetermined length'' of the idle state has remained in their model and we have not seen the independence from this variable.
In [25] the authors have proposed an optimization tool that applies some classical operations research instruments to a Markov-chain based model. They have showed that their technique was suitable for the performance analysis of a generic cluster-tree IEEE 802.15.4-based network. In our model, we have specifically focused on power consumption optimization while considering the effect of both packet arrival rate and the MAC-level finite buffer. Furthermore, in [25] , the power consumption metric has not been considered. In addition, the model proposed has assumed certain approximations to the traffic generation pattern.
In [26] , the authors have studied the delay performance in a WSN with a cluster-tree topology. They have proposed a heuristic scheme to find the timeline allocations of all the Cluster Heads (CHs) in a WSN in order to achieve the minimum and balanced packet drop rate for traffic originated from different levels of the cluster-tree.
In [27] the authors have presented an analysis of the performance of the Contention Access Period (CAP) specified in IEEE 802.15.4 standard, in terms of throughput and energy consumption. They have modeled the CAP as non-persistent CSMA/CA with backoff using Markov chains. Their analysis has not considered the impact of a finite MAC-level buffer size on the throughput and energy consumption of an IEEE 802.15.4-based sensing node.
The use of reliable and timely WSNs for industrial applications has been discussed in [28] - [33] . Furthermore, QoS provisioning in Smart Grid monitoring application has been discussed in [5] , [33] - [35] .
In [33] , the authors have introduced a medium access scheme, Delay-Responsive Cross-layer (DRX) data transmission that address delay and service differentiation requirements of the smart grid. The DRX scheme has been based on delay-estimation and data prioritization procedures that are performed by the application layer for which the MAC layer responds to the delay requirements of the Smart Grid application and the network condition.
In [34] , the authors have suggested an adaptive mechanism by implementing back off exponent management to reduce packet collision. The mechanism presented in [34] has been proposed for a WSN with star topology, this mechanism cannot be implemented in cluster-tree topology because the CHs communicate using scheduling of the Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS) period and not CSMA/CA. In this paper, we have solved the problem of instability in cluster-tree WSNs that are used for Smart Grid condition monitoring adaptively. The performance of wireless communication technologies for WSNs has been compared in [36] and IEEE 802.15.4 has been found satisfying performance for indoor scenarios.
III. THE ANALYTICAL MODEL
In CPSs such as the Smart Grid, the use of an accurate and stable model becomes an integral component for the success of such systems. In this section we develop a mathematical model for star-based and two cluster-tree based WSN topologies. Table 1 shows the summary of notations used in our derivations. We initially describe the model for the star topology and then discuss the two cluster-tree topologies and study performance of each model. All of the three models rely on the following assumptions: • All of the nodes in the WSN operate in the beaconenabled mode of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC.
• Packets arrive at the MAC sub-layer with an arrival rate of (λ packets per second (pkts/s)) with Poisson distribution. The arrival rate is assumed the same for all end nodes.
• We assume that the MAC-level Acknowledgment (ACK) packets are used to increase the reliability.
• In the star topology, the coordinator node is the sink while in the cluster-tree topology the root node is the sink.
• We assume that a single packet fits into the SF period which means a packet is assumed to be delivered to the next hop in one transmission round.
• In both the star and cluster-tree topologies, we assume that all nodes have M/G/1/L queues and the buffer available at each node is assumed to be of a First-In-FirstOut (FIFO) type with no flow priority. Furthermore, the packet processing time in the buffer is negligible.
A. STAR TOPOLOGY
In this section, we describe the modifications to the model in [13] (referred to as Park's model in the rest of this paper) which was presented in [19] to design an accurate and realistic model for WSNs with star topology. We start by providing a brief description of Park's system model analysis and then discuss our improvement for the star topology and introduce the modifications for the two cluster-tree topologies. Park proposed a per-node model based on Markov chain for a star topology WSN that implements the slotted CSMA/CA algorithm. The traffic used in the network is unsaturated traffic with ACK. The Markov chain is 3-dimensional and described using three stochastic processes, namely, the backoff stage at time t (s(t)), the state of the backoff counter at time t (c(t)), and the state of the retransmission counter at time t (r(t)). A necessary assumption for the Markov chain to be applicable in the context of WSNs is that all nodes are assumed to start sensing the wireless medium independently. The resulting Markov model can be described by the tuple (s(t), c(t), r(t)), and the stationary distribution of the Markov chain can be written as
, and j ∈ (0, n). Based on all of these assumptions we can develop the Markov chain shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 presents a single detailed transmission retry that includes up to m backoff stages. The remaining n − 1 retries can be realized directly from the figure. Based on the chain proposed in Fig. 2 , we can derive closed form expressions that express our entire system. Since our Markov chain resembles Park's chain, except for the existence of the buffer and the traffic generation pattern, most of Park's derivations are applicable in this context. We outline below the final derived equations from [13] and skip their detailed derivations (the interested reader is referred to [13] for the complete derivations):
where
W 0 is defined in the standard [37] to be 2 macMinBE , the probabilities α, β, and P c are defined in [13] . The state Q is the idle state during which no packets are available for transmission. This state is modeled as Q i (where i = 0, 1, . . . , L 0−1 ) to show that it has a duration specified by L 0 . Q i models the unsaturated traffic condition. Equation (1) is the normalization condition of the Markov chain. The first term in this equation represents the probability of being in a backoff state. The second term refers to the probability of initiating the second Clear Channel Assessment (CCA2). The third and fourth terms refer to the packet transmission state and packet collision state, respectively. Finally, the fifth term refers to the probability of being in the idle state when no packets are available. Equations (2)- (5) provide the mathematical expressions for all of these terms. Equations (2)- (5) can be directly used to find an expression for b 0,0,0 .
A node remains in the idle state when no packets are generated based on Park's model assumption. The node remains in the idle state for a period of L 0 before checking the availability
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of packets. That is, even if a packet is available, a node does not leave the idle state before having the L 0 period passed. We consider sending the packets every L 0 , as unrealistic as it does not resemble real WSN scenarios. Therefore, we propose that the node should leave the idle state whenever a packet is generated. In addition to that, we introduce a MAC-level buffer in our system, which has not been done in [13] . The buffer is modeled in Fig. 2 by the B i (i = 0, 1 . . . D 0−1 ) states. The model in this figure shows that (1) should be updated as follows:
We also assume L s = L c = L. The fourth term of (12) is derived as follows. By referring to Fig. 3 and (5), we derive the probability of being in the idle state as follows:
By examining the first state Q 0 in Park's model we have:
From Fig. 3 we have,
From (13) and (14), we have: (16) and using:
Using (17) and substituting (15) into (16) we get:
From (18) we see that the idle state duration is completely dependent on packet arrival rates and not on a predefined duration. Therefore the L 0−1 idle states of Fig. 3 can be augmented into a single idle state as shown in Fig. 2 . The derivation of the last term in (12) is shown below (other terms remain the same as in Park's model). By simply referring to Fig. 2 and [13] , we can write the following equation for B 0 :
In (13), the first term is derive from Fig. 2 , the second term represents the sum the probabilities of finding the medium busy m times in any of the n transmission retries, the third term represents the probability of experiencing a collision in any of the m backoff stages of the n th transmission retry, and the fourth term represents the probability of a successful transmission at any backoff stage in any transmission retry. By following Park's approximations, we can write (19) as follows:
Finally,
All of the terms in (12) can be represented in the form of b 0,0,0 . Thus, this equation can be used to calculate b 0,0,0 which allows us to form a system of non-linear equations in terms of α in (9), β in (10), and τ in (6) and then solve the non-linear system to find the network operating point.
To evaluate the performance of the WSN with the modifications we introduced to Park's model, we focus on three performance metrics, namely, power consumption, reliability, and end-to-end delay. VOLUME 1, NO. 2, DECEMBER 2013
1) POWER CONSUMPTION
As in [13] , we calculate the total average power consumed in the node (E tot ) by summing the average power consumed during backoff (E bo ), channel sensing (E sc ), packet transmission (E t ), packet reception (E r ) idle state (E Q ), buffering (E B ), and wake-up (E w ):
Each of the terms in (21) can be computed by knowing the probability of being at a certain state and the amount of average power consumed at that state. Since we assume that each end node only receives ACK traffic from the coordinator, therefore, the packet consumed in packet reception is negligible due to the size of the ACK packet (Refer to [13] for the complete details).
2) RELIABILITY
The reliability (R) is defined as the probability of successful packet reception and approximated as follows [13] :
where,ỹ is the approximated version of y and is given by:
3) END-TO-END DELAY Similar to [13] , we consider the end-to-end delay (T ) to be resulting from the time spent during backoff (D bo ), the time wasted due to experiencing j collisions (jL c ), and the time needed to successfully transmit a packet (L s ):
B. CLUSTER-TREE TOPOLOGY
In this section, we present a model for cluster-tree WSNs by extending the star topology model derived in the previous section. A cluster-tree WSN topology is widely used when extended communication range is desired. In a large-scale CPS like the Smart Grid, extended communication range is crucial. In cluster-tree topology, the traffic generated at the sources (end nodes or leafs) flows towards the sink (root), through a series of intermediate nodes called the CHs or relays. In particular, each CH receives packets coming from a specific cluster of sources. At the same time, the CHs may be grouped into higher-level clusters, which can be associated with even higher-level CHs or relays or with the sink itself.
In cluster-tree topology, we consider two situations when deriving our model. The first situation is when all the CHs at the same level can hear each other (i.e. no hidden terminal problem). In this situation the CHs are assumed to use CSMA/CA to access the channel. The second situation is when the CHs cannot hear each other because they are placed far apart. This situation is more common in real WSNs scenarios in Smart Grid deployments. Therefore, the use of contention will not be the best solution to provide channel access because of the hidden terminal problem. Hence, we use proper and careful scheduling between CHs to allow them to transmit based on specific timing and granting a minimum service guarantee all along the path through which the data is relayed (that is, using GTSs). A model for both cluster-tree situations is derived below. 
1) CONTENTION-BASED CLUSTER-TREE MODEL
In a cluster-tree topology, the depth of the tree is obtained by grouping end nodes and CHs at various hierarchical levels [38] . For example, the network in Fig. 4 -a is a particular cluster-tree network with a depth equal to 3 where CHs in each level are placed in such a way that they can hear each other and that end nodes can only communicate with their CHs. The topology described in Fig. 4 -a uses multihop tree routing to transfer data from the source to the destination. CHs collect packets from sensor nodes belonging to their respective clusters, in addition to relaying packets to the higher level CHs in the tree until reaching the sink. In this model, we assume that the communication between the nodes and their respective CHs is contention-based. Furthermore, communication between the CHs is also based on contention. As we model the contention-based cluster-tree WSN, we abide by the following additional assumptions:
• The CHs communicate with each other using contention (CSMA/CA).
• All CHs in each hierarchical level in the cluster-tree can hear each other (i.e. no hidden terminal problem between CHs at the same level).
• Each cluster is having a finite number of end devices contending to send data to its CH.
• The packet arrival rate to the MAC sub-layer (λ pkts/s) is the same for all end devices.
• The traffic received by a CH in an upper level is equal to the aggregate of traffic from CHs at lower levels.
• All CHs have M/G/1/L queues, the difference between CHs is in the packet arrival rate.
• Each cluster is modeled with the same Markov model described above.
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In our study of the CSMA/CA cluster-tree based WSN, we concentrate on the following metrics to evaluate the performance:
a) Total End-to-End Delay
The total end-to-end delay to transmit a packet in the contention-based cluster-tree topology is assumed to be equal to the sum of the end-to-end delays along the path from the source node to the sink node. The total end-to-end delay (T CCT ) is dependent on the number of nodes and the packet arrival rate in each level and its value is given by the following equation:
T i is measured from an end node to a CH, from a CH to the next CH or from a CH to the sink, and l is equal to the number of levels starting from the end node (for which the delay is to be calculated) to the sink.
b) End-to-End Reliability
The end-to-end reliability is defined as the probability of successful packet reception from any end node in the network to the sink node. The end-to-end reliability (R e2e ) is equal to the product of the reliabilities along the path to the sink node: (27) where, R i is the reliability from an end node to a CH, a CH to a CH or a CH to the sink.
c) Power Consumption
The average power consumed (E tot (CT ) ) in transmitting a packet from an end node to the sink in a cluster-tree topology is equal to the sum of all power consumed along the path from an end node to the sink. The total power consumed includes the power consumed by each CH in receiving a packet from a lower level CH or end node. The total power consumption in a cluster-tree topology is given by the following equation:
where, E tot is the average power consumed in transmitting a packet from an end node to a CH, a CH to another CH and a CH to the sink (including the power consumed in receiving the packet at each CH).
2) SCHEDULING-BASED CLUSTER-TREE MODEL
The cluster-tree model considered here is assumed to have one sink and CHs that form a multilevel wireless backbone with the cluster-tree topology. We assume that there are l levels in each cluster-tree topology. We classify the CHs into three categories based on their location in the network. These CHs are; sink CH which is the root of the tree and at the highest level, intermediate CHs which have one or multiple child CHs (at a lower level) and low level CHs which are not connected to any CHs at the lower levels. Fig. 4 -b shows the cluster-tree topology with the three CH categories. We assume that each CH communicate with its sensors using the CAP (i.e. using CSMA/CA). This is a practical situation because generally end devices connected to a single CH are located geographically close to each other within the same Personal Area Network (PAN). We refer to the CH collecting data from end devices as a parent CH. Each parent CH forwards the data from end devices to upper level CHs until the sink CH is reached. In a typical WSN, most traffic is from the sensors to the sink. We assume that traffic in the opposite direction is mostly for control signalling and ACK transmission. Therefore, their effect on the data traffic transmission delay is not significant and hence can be neglected. Hence, we only consider traffic transmissions from the sensors to the sink.
We identify the traffic from the end nodes to their parent CH as a local traffic and the traffic between CHs as the forwarded traffic. We assume that there is no co-channel interference between the transmissions in neighboring clusters. We assume that there is time synchronization between communicating CHs so that when one CH is transmitting at a frequency channel, the intended receiving CH should tune its radio to receive at the same frequency channel. With the cluster-tree topology, communicating CHs have strict parent-child relationship, which makes time synchronization between them much simpler than in the mesh topology. All the children CHs listen to the beacons from their parent CHs and synchronize with them. Furthermore, the time synchronization between CHs does not have to be re-performed for each individual packet transmission but only when the CHs should switch from the receiving mode to the transmitting mode. We assume that the effect of time synchronization on the packet transmission delay negligible. Fig. 5 shows the proposed SF structure for the three types of CHs. Each Beacon Interval (BI) specifies both the CAP for contention-based channel access, Contention Free Period (CFP) for contention-free channel access and inactive period where the node is in either idle state or sleep mode to save power [37] . The CAP of each SF is allocated for intra cluster transmission (i.e. from end devices to their parent CH). We assume that the CAP of all the low-level CHs is longer than the CAP of intermediate CHs and the sink CH. This assumption is made to allow longer CFP to the intermediate and sink CHs, since these devices are expected to handle higher intercluster traffic rates compared to the low level CHs. Another reason for allocating longer CAP to the low level CHs is that we assume that these clusters have higher number of nodes compared to the upper level clusters and thus having longer CAP will reduce the delay from the end devices to the parent CH. However, according to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [37] the maximum number of GTS that can be allocated during a single SF is equal to seven, therefore we follow the standard and allocate a maximum of seven GTS to intermediate CH and the sink CH as shown in Fig. 5 . Furthermore, we divide the CFP of all intermediate level CHs in to two periods, one is GTS for transmitting to upper CHs (GTS TX ) and the other is for receiving from lower level CHs (GTS RX ), in doing so, we guarantee that intermediate CHs do not transmit and receive at the same time and hence avoid collision [39] - [41] . We assume that the CFP period of the low level CH is completely allocated for transmitting and the CFP period of the sink CH is completely allocated for receiving from intermediate CHs. To avoid beacon frame collisions between neighboring CHs, we use the beacon frame collision avoidance approach described in [42] . In this approach the time is divided such that beacon frames and the SF duration of a given coordinator are scheduled in the inactive period of its neighbour coordinators. We implement this approach by carefully selecting the duty cycle of each CH in the network. This is done by selecting a specific BeO and SO [42] . We assume that each CH maintains a buffer (B i ) to store its received packets, which can be either from its own end devices or from child CHs at lower levels. These buffers can accommodate all of the incoming traffic. We also abide by the following additional assumptions:
• The traffic received by a CH in an upper level (l + 1) is equal to the aggregate of traffic from CHs at lower levels (l).
In our study of the scheduling-based cluster-tree WSN, we focus on the following metrics to evaluate the performance:
The total end-to-end delay to transmit a packet in the scheduling-based cluster-tree topology is assumed to be equal to the sum of the end-to-end delays along the path from the source node to the sink node. The total end-to-end delay (T SCT ) is dependent on the number of nodes and packet arrival rate in each level (l) and its value is given by the following equation:
where, T is the end-to-end delay from the end device to its parent CH and is given by (25) . D i is the inter-CH delay (D H ) and is calculated as follows: Let ϕ i be the occupancy of B i at the i th level CH. ϕ i can be obtained through the following relation:
η i can be obtained directly from λ and R in (22) . The values of φ i and ψ i depend on the packet length and the GTS TX and GTS RX .
Similar to [26] we let π − 1 be the number of packets that are in B i at the time the tagged packet arrives in B i . For simplicity, we assume that all the packets in B i experience the same one hop D H . The one hop D H can be given by the following relation:
D H is measured in time slots, similar to [26] δ can be given as follows:
Similar to [26] , we consider a special case where the CH is the sink node, in this case the one-hop delay of the packet transmission can be given by:
where,δ represents the number of packets served in the same SF as the tagged packet and can be given by the following relation [26] To calculate the end-to-end reliability and power consumption for scheduling-based cluster-tree topology we assume that there are no packets lost during buffering at the CHs and that the power consumption during buffering stage is negligible. Based on these assumptions we can use (22) to calculate the end-to-end reliability in transmitting a packet from an end node to the sink and (28) to calculate the power consumption in transmitting a packet from an end node to the sink.
IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
To validate the analytical results of the RSM model, we use QualNet [26] network simulator to simulate a beaconenabled WSN of star and cluster-tree topologies. We set all the simulation parameters similar to the mathematical model environment. We use Poisson traffic arrival, and as an example of a typical WSN monitoring application in a CPS system, we assume that end nodes are distributed in (30 m × 30 m) area to form a local cluster, a cluster-tree topology is formed by the combination of a number of these clusters. We assume that all of the sensor nodes are operating in the 2.4 GHz band with a maximum bit rate of 250 Kbps. We run each simulation for 300 seconds and repeat each simulation 10 times. We assume that all nodes transmit with sufficient power, which means that all nodes in a single PAN or cluster can hear each other. We also assume that the noise level is constant throughout the entire simulations (i.e. constant noise factor). The ACK mechanism is activated to improve the reliability of the system. We assume that the power consumed during the buffering state as well as the backoff state is equal to the power consumed during the idle state. Table 2 shows some of our simulation parameters. We acquire the rest of the parameters from the IEEE 802.15.4 standard document [37] and the actual specification document of MicaZ platform. Note that in simulation results for the star topology show a strong match with the behavior predicted by our analytical model. In the results presented in Figs. 6-8 , we run simulations of a star topology where each node is having an arrival rate (λ) of 10 pkts/s and compare the results with the analytical results of RSM. We do not show simulations of other arrival rate (i.e. 50 pkts/s and 90 pkts/s) due to space limitation in the figures. We study the following performance metrics; the power consumption, end-to-end delay, and reliability. In all of the presented results and similar to [19] we refer to our proposed model as ''RSM'' model. Fig. 6 shows the end-to-end delay of packet transmission from the tagged node (i.e. a node where we perform our measurements) to the PAN coordinator against the number of nodes for different λ values and a buffer size of 512 B. We show that in Fig. 6 , when λ changes in Park's model the end-to-end delay fluctuates, whereas the RSM model shows a more stable behavior with different λ values. This is a more realistic QoS model which represents a stable WSN system because the designer and the operator of WSN want a system which is independent of the traffic arrival rates. Simulation results of λ = 10 pkts/s agree very much with our analytical results. 8 shows the total power consumed in transmitting a packet from the tagged node against the number of nodes for different λ values and buffer size equal to 512 B. We show that there is an obvious fluctuation in the total consumed power when λ changes from 10 to 90 pkts/s in Park's model. On the other hand, the RSM model results show a clear stability in terms of the total power consumption and that the power consumed is independent of the probability of traffic arrival. This indeed is what is required from a model to be realistic and stable. We also show that the simulation results for λ=10 pkts/s agree with the RSM model. 
A. STAR TOPOLOGY

B. CLUSTER-TREE TOPOLOGY 1) CONTENTION-BASED CLUSTER-TREE
For the contention-based cluster-tree topology, we follow the same scenario described in section III-B. Fig . 9 shows the end-to-end delay of packet transmission from the tagged node as a function of λ for different MAC buffer sizes. This delay is measured from the end device (leaf node) to the sink node. We show that as λ increases the end-toend delay slightly increases then the delay reaches saturation. For a buffer size of 512 B the increase of the end-to-end delay with λ is more significant compared to the cases where the buffer is equal to 1 kB and 2 kB. This happens because with higher MAC buffers the nodes tend to buffer the arriving packets before transmitting them, and hence decrease the gradient of the delay with λ. This takes place because as the buffer size increases the contention among nodes decreases, which leads to less collisions and hence delay is decreased. There is a good agreement between simulation and analytical results for all buffer sizes. Fig . 10 shows the end-to-end reliability of packet transmission from the tagged node to the sink (i.e the probability of successful packet reception by the sink from an end node) as a function of packet arrival rate for different buffer sizes. We show that as the MAC buffer increases the total end-toend reliability increases. This is attributed to the buffers that reduce the contention, which leads to fewer collisions. As a result, the total reliability is increased. The simulation and analytical results agree for all buffer sizes. Fig . 11 shows the total power consumed in transmitting a packet from the tagged node in the cluster-tree network. The power consumption is dependent on the number of relays between the end node and the sink. We show that the total power consumption decreases as the MAC buffer sizes increases. This reduction in power consumption takes place because the nodes experience less number of retransmissions as they experience less number of collisions. (Fig. 12-a) and Park's model (Fig. 12-b) and for a cluster of 10 nodes. We see that for low number of nodes, Park's model achieves higher throughput compared to the RSM model with 2 kB MAC buffer. However, for higher number of nodes (20 nodes and higher), the RSM model achieves better throughput. This is because as the number of nodes increase higher collisions take place leading to lower throughput in Park's model, whereas higher MAC buffer sizes mitigate the contention in the RSM model. We also see that as the packet arrival rate increase the throughput slightly increases and then abruptly drops. On the other hand, we see that the throughput with the RSM model increases slightly and reaches steady state as the packet arrival rate increase. (Fig. 13-a) and Park's model ( Fig. 13-b ). The energy efficiency is calculated as the ratio of energy spent in successful transmission of a data packet to the total energy consumed by a node multiplied by the packet success rate. We see that as the number of nodes increase the energy efficiency decreases because the nodes experience higher retransmissions and backoffs due to collisions. However, we see that the energy efficiency is higher with the RSM model for all number of nodes. We also see that the energy efficiency drops sharply in Park's as the packet arrival rate increases. In contrast, in the RSM model with a 2 kB MAC buffer the energy efficiency does not drastically drop as the packet arrival rate increases.
2) SCHEDULING-BASED CLUSTER-TREE
For the scheduling-based cluster-tree topology we assume that the tagged node is at the lowest level and that l =3 (refer to Fig. 4) . We assume that the number of nodes in the low level clusters is 20 and the number of nodes in the intermediate clusters is 10. Fig. 14 shows the end-to-end delay of packet transmission in the tagged node against the packet arrival rate for different cluster-tree network scenarios. The first scenario (scenario (1)) is when the tagged node is located in a low-level cluster, where the cluster is 2 hops away from the sink. Scenario(2) is similar to scenario(1), but the cluster is 3 hops away from the sink. In scenario(1), we show that the endto-end delay increases gradually similar to the result shown in Fig. 14 . However, when the packet arrival rate increases beyond 20 pkts/s, the transmitted packets miss the current SF and therefore have to wait for the next SF. Hence, we see an increase in the delay equal to the SF duration as the packet arrival rate crosses certain limits. In the scenario where the tagged node is located in an intermediate cluster and its CH also receives packets from lower level clusters (scenario(3)), we show that the end-to-end delay for the tagged node is initially lower than the end-to-end delay of a node in a low-level cluster. When the packet arrival rate increases beyond 20 pkts/s, the packets miss the current SF and have to wait for the next one. This happens because the CH of the intermediate cluster has also to forward packets form lower level clusters. Similar behavior takes place when the tagged node is located in a cluster 3 hops away from the sink (scenario(4)). Fig. 15 shows the end-to-end delay of packet transmission in the tagged node against the packet arrival rate for different end nodes MAC buffer sizes for a tagged node located in the lower level cluster with 2 hops away from the sink. We show that when the packets are transmitted within the same SF the end-to-end delay is lower when the MAC buffer sizes of local nodes are higher. However, when the packet arrival rate increases, we show that increasing the MAC buffer size of a local node will increase the end-to-end delay. This happens because at certain packet arrival rates and higher MAC buffer sizes, the packets wait longer and hence miss the current SF. Therefore, a careful optimization between the packet arrival rate and the local nodes' MAC buffer sizes needs to be put in place to minimize the end-to-end delay. Simulation results for a MAC buffer size of 2 kB agree with the theoretical results presented in Fig. 15 . Fig. 16 shows the end-to-end reliability of the tagged node against the packet arrival rate for different local nodes' MAC buffer sizes. The tagged node is assumed to be in a low-level cluster and 2 hops away from the sink. We assume that there are no packets lost during the inter-CH communication due to the synchronization between CHs. We show that the reli- ability increases as the end nodes' MAC buffer increases for all packet arrival rates. We also show that the reliability levels are higher than the contention-based cluster-tree scenario. Fig . 17 shows the power consumed in packet transmission from the tagged node as a function of packet arrival rate for different end nodes' MAC buffer sizes. We assume that the power consumed during buffering of data packets is negligible. We show that as the local nodes' buffer sizes increase the power consumption decreases for all packet arrival rates. We also show that the power consumption is lower than the contention-based cluster-tree scenario. This is because the CHs do not experience retransmissions and back-offs as they communicate with each other.
We now change the number of nodes in a tagged cluster and observe the effect of cluster size when using scheduling-based cluster-tree topology on the performance of the network. Fig. 18 shows the end-to-end delay from a tagged node to the sink node for various cluster sizes and when a tagged cluster is 2 hops away from the sink and the packet generation rate is 10 pkts/s. We show that as the cluster size increase the endto-end delay increases when the tagged node is located 2 hops away from the sink. We show that the end-to-end delay is lower when the MAC buffer is 2 kB for all number of nodes. This is due the reduction in the number of collisions and thus the number of retransmissions is reduced as well, leading to lower delay. We also see that the simulation results agree with the analytical results. . 19 shows the total power consumed in packet transmission from the tagged node for various cluster sizes and when the tagged node is 1 or 2 hops away from the sink and the packet generation rate is 10 pkts/s. We show that as the number of nodes increase the power consumed decreases, this is because the tagged node tends to transmit less often because it acquires the channel less times as the size of the cluster increases. We show that the power consumed is reduced by about 50% when a MAC buffer is 2 kB compared to a 0 B MAC buffer. This is also due to the reduced contention which leads to less collision. Fig. 20 shows the end-to-end reliability from a tagged node to the sink node for various cluster sizes and the packet generation rate is 10 pkts/s. We assume that there is an accurate
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synchronization between CHs, hence there are no packets lost in transmission between CHs and thus the packet delivery ratio between CHs is 100% for all network levels. We show that as the cluster size increases the end-to-end reliability decreases and that the reliability is higher when the MAC buffer size is 2 kB. These reliability values are the same if the tagged node is located at different hops away from the sink. In the previous results we use packet arrival rates ranging from 5 to 50 pkts/s. These arrival rate are considered normal for applications with high data rates such as PD monitoring [43] , [44] . Fig. 21 shows the end to end delay for low arrival rates (i.e. from 0.001 to 10 pkts/s). We consider two scenarios, namely scenario(1) and (2) . Scenario (1) , is when the tagged node is in 2 hops away from the sink CH, in this scenario we assume that packet arrival rate for all the upper level CHs varies from (0.001 to 10 pkts/s). Scenario (2) , is when the tagged node is 3 hops away from the sink CH and the packet arrival rate of all the upper level CHs varies from (0.001 to 1 pkts/s). We show that for scenario(1), the end-to-end delay remains within acceptable ranges until the packet arrival rate is approximately more than 2 pkts/s and then it increases for both the RSM model and the IEEE 802.15.4. In scenario(2), the end-to-end delay remains within acceptable ranges until the packet arrival rate exceeds 0.2 pkts/s. We also show that the simulation results agree with the analytical model.
V. CONCLUSION
CPSs are promising technologies for next-generation power grid systems, particularly applications that target real time and resilient monitoring of critical assets. Furthermore, CPSs are undergoing rapid development and inspiring numerous application domains.
In this paper, we presented an analytical model for the MAC sub-layer of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard that can provide QoS to certain Smart Grid applications such as PD detection. The model can provide QoS by reducing the fluctuations of the WSN parameters as the traffic rates and the number of nodes varies. The model considers a star topology and two cluster-tree based WSN topologies. We included the actual traffic generation rates rather than a predefined idle state length to study the overall performance in terms of the end-to-end delay, reliability and power consumption. We also studied the impact of utilizing MAC-level finite buffers on the performance of these WSNs. We validated our model and performed performance analysis using extensive simulations. Our analytical results agree with the simulation results for different number of nodes operating at different traffic generation rates. We show through analytical and simulation studies that introducing a finite MAC buffer has a significant impact on improving the network performance in terms of end-to-end delay, reliability and power consumption. We also showed the impact of implementing our model on the performance of contention-based and scheduling-based cluster-tree topologies. We showed that the contention-based cluster-tree topology can achieve lower end-to-end delays than scheduling-based cluster-tree topology at high packet generation rates. We illustrated that the scheduling-based cluster-tree topology (which is a more realistic scenario for distributed condition monitoring applications) can achieve higher reliability and lower power consumption for all traffic generation rates.
As a future work, we plan to investigate the performance of our analytical model with downlink traffic flows.
